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meaning was there, he asked, in his title of Roman Emperor
(which he held by the appointment of God), if in Rome itself
he was denied authority. Actually an embassy from the
Roman Senate, asking for his recognition and promising
obedience to him in return, arrived at this moment; by the
• favour he showed it he underlined his reply to the Pope, in
which he put forward also his own grievances, especially the
breach of the treaty of Constance, the passing hither and
thither of cardinal-legates without his leave and their active
interference with local churches, and the abuse of appeals to
Rome. In this verbal conflict fundamental issues were being
raised, and the Pope might well feel that the imperialism of
Frederick constituted a grave menace to his own authority
and to ecclesiastical independence. He began to take steps
to defend himself. He went to Anagni, and there met repre-
sentatives of the king of Sicily, and also of Milan, Brescia,
and Piacenza, with whom he made a compact of mutual
assistance; it was even asserted that he promised to issue
the ban of excommunication against the Emperor. How-
ever, these negotiations were interrupted by the sudden
death of the Pope, which took place on September 1, 1150.
The Pope's body was brought back to Rome for burial The Papal
on September 4, and three days later the cardinals assembled
in St, Peter's for the new election. Almost all of them were
in favour of the chancellor Roland, a man of wide practical
experience and profound legal knowledge, the foremost among
the advisers of the late Pope, But the small group that
favoured the Emperor and opposed the Sicilian alliance
insisted on putting forward their leader, Oetuvian, and they
were encouraged by the presence in Rome of an embassy
from Frederick to the Roman Senate, headed by Otto of
Wittclsbach. The result of this division among the cardinals
was, as in 1130, the creation of a papal schism. Roland
was proclaimed as Pope Alexander III, Octavian as Pope
Victor IV; and an unseemly scrimmage took place in the
basilica, each candidate striving to be the first to be clothed
in the papal mantle. It was especially important for Octnvian
to be able, by this formal act, to claim priority. His cause
was obviously very difficult to defend, since he had only a
handful of supporters among the cardinals. It was later
argued on his behalf that in the schism of 1330 Innocent II

